Kramer AD-AOCD/XL/TR is a DVI adapter used with Kramer pluggable AOCH/XL and AOCH/60 cables (CLS-AOCH/XL, CP-AOCH/XL, CLS-AOCH/60, CP-AOCH/60). Using this adapter you can change your AOCH/XL or AOCH/60 HDMI cable to a DVI-DVI, HDMI-DVI or DVI-HDMI cables.

**FEATURES**

- Fits AOCH/XL & AOCH/60 Cables
- **AD-AOCD/XL/TR Adapter** - Micro HDMI (female) to DVI-D single link DVI (male)
- **Supported Resolutions** - AD-AOCD/XL/TR: up to 1080p and UXGA (1600X1200 @60Hz) & WUXGA (1920X1200 @60Hz)
- **Indicates Polarity** - "Source" and "Display" stamped on the cable ends

**CONFIGURATIONS**

| AD-AOCD/XL/TR | DVI Plugs for AOCH Cable, Adapter Set |